This paper correlated a convenient orientation index, Lotgering factor (LF), with the orientation distribution of a crystalorientated polycrystalline material, theoretically and experimentally. For particle-oriented bismuth titanate (Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 ) as a model, a Cauchy probability density function (CF) was valid for representing the orientation distribution of oriented material. The LF was calculated from XRD patterns which were derived from assumed orientation distribution. The standard deviation was used for the indicator of the LF with the orientation distribution. The non-linear relationship was found between them theoretically. This relationship was supported by the experimental data using particle-oriented bismuth titanate prepared by a magnetic field. The LF and orientation distribution of oriented bismuth titanate were obtained from the XRD patterns and the rocking curves, respectively. The result leads the LF to more convenient orientation index in relation to orientation distribution.
Introduction
A convenient and efficient evaluation index is earnestly desired to represent orientation degree and distribution for crystallographic textured ceramics by particle-orientation. Although some indexes for particle orientation have been suggested, 1) 3) they were not related to distribution of particle orientation. This paper discusses a relationship between the distribution of particle orientation and Lotgering factor which is an orientation index from an X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for a highly oriented polycrystalline material. Along with the new particle-oriented materials and novel fabrication methods developed in order to improve their functional properties, 4)17) various evaluation methods have been proposed on the particle orientation. These methods are classified into two groups: precise type and brief one. The former includes measurements of electron backscatter diffraction 18) or pole figure 17) , 19) and the Rietveld analysis 19) based upon the orientation distribution. The latter type, on the other hand, utilizes some indices obtained from X-ray diffraction analysis. 1) 3) Among them, the Lotgering factor (LF) proved to be of good use as a result of its easy calculation and the simplicity of the representation for the orientation degree.
The LF is calculated from the intensities of XRD peaks with the conventional 2ª/ª scan mode, and is defined as the following equation, 3) LF
where p denotes the fraction of the summation of the peak intensities corresponding to the preferred orientation axis to that of the summation of all diffraction peaks in particle-oriented materials. p 0 is p of a material with a random particle distribution. The LF varies between zero to unity; LF = 0 corresponds to random orientation, and LF = 1 to perfect orientation. The LF is understandable intuitionally; however, it cannot be associated with the orientation distribution directly. In spite of that disadvantage, the LF has been used for the index of the orientation degree in many articles. 6),16),20)24) Unfortunately, some of these paper have not shown the concrete distribution for particle orientation which is important for the evaluation of the particle-oriented material.
The objective of the paper is to correlate the LF with the orientation distribution from both theoretical and experimental viewpoints. Firstly, some distribution function is assumed to represent the orientation distribution. Secondly, XRD patterns in 2ª/ª mode are derived by calculating changes in each diffraction peak of the host material by the assumed function on the basis of dihedral angle between the normal plane to the preferred direction and the diffracting plane, and the LF was calculated from the calculated XRD patterns using Eq. (1). The relationship of between the distribution and the LF can be shown graphically by using a standard deviation of the assumed distribution.
The form of the orientation distribution is important for suitable estimation. For statistical treatment, two famous statistical functions are adopted as the assumed orientation distribution: the Gaussian probability density function (GF) and Cauchy probability density function (CF). These functions have statistical parameters such as a mean value and a standard deviation, which is useful as a representative value of the distribution. Generally, MarchDollase function is more famous for good fitting to the orientation distribution. 25) This function also has a parameter which controls the form of the function. In this study, however, the standard deviation of the GF or CF is clearer than the parameter from the viewpoint of imaging the distribution form.
Experimentally, LForientation distribution relationship was examined by using a bismuth titanate material, Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 , in which particles were oriented by a high magnetic field. This material is a ferroelectric ceramics, and its dielectric property is expected to improve by crystallographic orientation in a specific direction. 16 ),26),27) The LF and orientation distribution are obtained from the XRD pattern and rocking curve, respectively.
Theoretical method for estimating
Lotgering factor
Orientation angle º
Orientation angle º is defined as the angle between the preferred axis and the base direction. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the definition of orientation angle º. If the preferred axis approaches the base direction, this defined angle tends to zero. The value of º ranges from 0 to 90°. In a magnetic field, the specific crystallographic axis of each particle is oriented parallel to the direction of the magnetic field (base direction). This axis is regarded as the preferred axis for orientation.
Theoretical distribution on orientation angle º
The convergence of orientation angle º with each individual particle forms an orientation distribution. Here, two candidate functions are introduced for application to distribution on the orientation angle º. One is the Gaussian probability density function GF, and the other is the Cauchy probability distribution function CF. The GF is formulated as below,
For its part, the CF is equated as the following form,
where x 0 and · denote the mean value and the standard deviation of these functions. The distribution on º is assumed to be based on either the GF or CF. Each function shows the maximum value at the mean value x 0 . The variable x corresponds to º, and the mean value x 0 is zero. The standard deviation determines the º distribution form in both the GF and CF. We redefine the standard deviation as the representative orientation angle £ as below
Concretely, the two type distributions on particle orientation are represented as follows,
The existing probability in the region from º = 0 to º = £ is approximately 68% in GF and 50% in CF, respectively. Figure 2 show the two types of probability density functions for various £. The probability density in both functions reaches a maximum value at º = 0°, and decreases along with the increase in º. The conversion rate of the probability density to zero is faster in the GF than that in the CF. The probability density in the GF of £ = 5°, for example, displays approximately zero at around º = 18°( Fig. 2(a) ), while it still has some positive value at º = 18°in the CF (Fig. 2(b) ). This difference is subtle on the graph but important when these functions are used to calculate the LF.
Calculation of orientation angle º from Miller index of X-ray diffraction peak
An orientation angle can be calculated from a Miller index and lattice parameters under a given crystal system. In conventional XRD measurements, each Miller index forms an intrinsic orientation angle with the base direction. Various orientation angles are obtained from various diffraction peaks in one material. 
where, p denotes the normal vector on (111) 
Derivation of XRD patterns with oriented structure from orientation distribution
XRD patterns of oriented polycrystalline ceramics are calculated theoretically using the distribution of oriented crystals (º distribution). In an oriented material, the intensities of each peak are attributed to a probability density of each crystal plane. The intensity of hkl peak, which has the orientation angle of º, is changed by the probability density at f(º). That is,
where I 0 , I denote the peak intensities with random and oriented structure, and A is a constant. The intensities of all peaks are determined by the dihedral angle between an oriented face and a diffracted face, and the probability density of oriented crystal grains. For example, if (001) face of particles is moderately oriented, (001) peak is enhanced and the peak of perpendicular face (100) is reduced. Other peaks such as (111) and (101) face decrease in dependence on the dihedral angle and the probability density of the orientation distribution at the corresponding º. The intensity change of (101) face is stronger than that of (111) face.
Calculation of Lotgering factor from the assumed orientation distribution
We hypothesize that the peak intensity changes linearly with the corresponding probability density of the assumed function.
where the set of I 0i,j denotes peak intensities of random-oriented material, i is assigned to all peaks, j is assigned to the oriented peaks. º j is always zero for corresponding peaks of the preferred axis. Parameter p 0 is calculated easily by using the XRD patterns of random orientation. The LF is obtained by substituting p 0 and p values into Eq. (1).
3. Calculated XRD patterns of oriented structure and its Lotgering factor Figure 4 shows a calculated XRD pattern and LF as an example of ac-face oriented bismuth titanate (Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 ). The miller indexes and lattice parameters in the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) 28) were used for calculating dihedral angles between each diffracting plane and the plane parallel to the preferred axis (ac-face). Table 1 shows calculated dihedral angles. Inherently the dihedral angle is equal to the orientation angle. Intensities of each peak in the XRD pattern with oriented structure with £ = 20°can be calculated from both the original pattern (Fig. 4(b) ) and an orientation distribution given by the CF of £ = 20° (Fig. 4(a) ). The obtained XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 4 (c) and its LF is 0.66 from Eq. (9). The value of constant A in Eq. (8) is not required because it is offset during the substituting process into Eq. (9) . Figure 5 shows the relationship between the calculated LF and the representative orientation angle £ in a-and c-axes oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 . The LF is calculated by substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (1). Note that 50% of particles are included in the range of zero to £ for the CF as schematically illustrated in of the small figure of the upper right. The LF increases non-linearly along with the decrease in £, that is, the width of the distribution function narrowing. In particular, the rate of increase in the LF is high in the range of £ = 10°to £ = 50°. differential in the LF is approximately 0.6 between £ = 10°and £ = 50°, and 0.16 between £ = 50°and £ = 90°. The rate of increase in the LF is moderate in the range of £ = 0 to 10°. As a result, a non-linear relationship is obtained between the LF and £. However, the calculated LF is not zero in spite of random orientation (£ = 90°). It means that the CF cannot be applied for the orientation distribution with slight and random orientation, in which the probability density is almost constant for the orientation angle º.
Experimental
Particle-oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 materials with various orientation degrees were prepared for orientation analysis by the XRD measurements. The preparation method is summarized below. Thinned slurry of 5 vol % was prepared from Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 powder, poly acrylic ammonium and distilled water by ball milling for two hours. The Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 powder used in this paper was synthesized by a solid reaction, which has been reported elsewhere.
29) The well-dispersed slurry was poured into plastic molds with 20 mm in diameter, which were set horizontally in a magnetic field with a vertical direction. Note that the ac face is oriented parallel to the magnetic field. The axis with the largest diamagnetic susceptibility (b-axis) is orientated perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The dried samples were then cut and polished after being heattreated at 700°C for two hours. XRD measurements were carried out using XRD apparatus (MO3XHF, MacScience, Japan) with Cu K¡ 1 X-ray for a measurement angle from 10 to 60°. The LF was calculated from the obtained patterns according to Eq. (1). The rocking curves of 200 and 002 reflections were also measured.
5. Results and discussions 5.1 Rocking curve and XRD patterns of oriented samples formed by magnetic field Figure 6 shows the rocking curves of particle-oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 samples for various magnetic flux densities. In the region of º < 20°, the intensity increases along with an increase in the magnetic flux density. The shape of these rocking curves is more similar to the CF than to the GF. The magnetic torque applied to a particle increases drastically as the preferred axis is oriented along the direction of the magnetic field. This is the reason for quick convergence of the intensity at a higher orientation angle. In this case, CF is suitable as the fitting function for rocking curves in a magnetic field orientation. Figure 7 shows the XRD patterns of particle-oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 prepared using various magnetic flux densities (0, 4, and 8 T). The oriented axis is perpendicular to the b-axis (a-and c-axes) for the magnetic field. The XRD pattern of the sample without a magnetic field (0 T) is coincident with that of ICDD. 28) Peaks of 200, 002 and 202, with orientation angles of 0°, are enhanced along with the increase in the magnetic flux density. On the other hand, other peaks decrease along with an its increase, except peaks 311 and 113, the intensities of which increased by a-and c-axes orientation. This is caused by the relatively small orientation angle (º = 21°). The intensities of peaks 311 and 131 arrest an increase in the LF for a-and c-axes orientation. Table 2 lists the sets of experimental LF, representative orientation angle £ of Cauchy function and half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the rocking curves in particle-oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 prepared using various magnetic flux density. The LF was calculated from XRD pattern using Eq. (1) and the parameters of p and p 0 in Eq. (1) were calculated from XRD patterns. Note that the HWHM of the rocking curve corresponds to the representative angle £ if the form of º-distribution of the particles agrees with that of the Cauchy probability density function (CF). In samples prepared in 6 and 8 T, a-and c-axes of around 50% particles are oriented within orientation angles 19 and 15°to the magnetic field, respectively. Accordance between £ and HWHM was observed in oriented samples for various magnetic flux densities 28 T as shown in Fig. 6 . For example, HWHM and £ of the sample prepared in 8 T are the same (15°). Both values are almost the same in the other samples. Figure 8 shows LF£ relationship obtained from the theoretical and experimental methods. The solid line, which was shown previously in Fig. 5 , is based upon the theory of this paper. The solid square plots are derived from the experiment according to Table 2 . All plots except 0 T sample almost coincident with theoretical LF£ curves. This result supports non-linear LF£ relationship and the hypothesis that orientation distribution can be expressed by the CF in magnetic field orientation. It is not obvious that the CF always satisfies the orientation distribution for oriented materials prepared by other forming methods. Inversely, once the appropriate function is determined, LF£ relationship is useful to estimate the orientation distribution from a XRD pattern without the rocking curve data.
The relationship between the Lotgering factor and orientation distribution

Conclusions
In this paper, Lotgering factor (LF) as an index of crystallographic orientation was correlated with the width of the distribution of particle orientation. The two representative statistical functions of the Cauchy and Gaussian probability distribution function (CF and GF) were applied to the distribution of particle orientation for manageability of statistical treatment. The LForientation distribution relationship was confirmed experimentally by particle-oriented Bi 4 Ti 3 O 12 materials which were fabricated by various magnetic flux densities. The LF and the width of the orientation distribution were determined from the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern and the rocking curve. The experimental data were plotted on the theoretical curve, which supports validity of our theoretical approach. Diffraction angle 2θ θ / deg. Journal of the Ceramic Society of Japan 118 [10] 921-926 2010
